WARNING
DO NOT DIVE
SHALLOW WATER
DROWNING or
CRIPPLING INJURY
MAY RESULT

OASIS SEMI-INGROUND

POOL SIZES

ROUND:
15'
18'
20'
24'

OVAL:
12x17
12x24
15x26
15x30
18x33

OASIS SEMI-INGROUND
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SEMI INGROUND OASIS

ESP Advantages

- Extruded Aluminum Framework
- More Uprights on Every Pool
- Stainless Steel Hardware
- Interlocking Stabilizer Rails
- Factory Deck and Fence Compatibility

The entire Oasis pool is made from extruded aluminum. This includes the top rails, the uprights, the Yardmore support system and the wall. Extruded aluminum is the same material used in jet planes, truck bodies and the space shuttle. It is corrosion resistant and rigid. It's the ideal material for use in your semi in-ground Oasis pool.

Oasis also comes with a beautiful in-ground style beaded designer print liner. And best of all, the Oasis is backed by a limited lifetime warranty.

Give your home and backyard lasting good looks.

Superior Construction you will enjoy for years to come!

The In-Ground Alternative.

Style & Performance

Bogart design
Give your home and backyard lasting good looks.

Stands the test of time
Superior Construction you will enjoy for years to come!

Structural Advantage

This unit can be installed SEMI-GROUND – without voiding the warranty! Create a low profile, in ground pool look with a fabulous deck that elegantly integrates into your backyard.

Plus the added support of our unique slat wall design gives you more deck options to add to the pool.